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D-Day adds the famous Allied landings on the coast of Normandy to the World War II tactical shooter Iron Front - Liberation 1944. The action not only allows you to look into the era of World War II, but also recreates in detail all the battles that took place on the Atlantic coast. "Iron Infantry" offers players combat episodes from the most
famous battles for France and Normandy, from the landing of American troops in Normandy on June 6, 1944, to the Battle of Arnhem on July 3, when the allied forces, having won, entered history forever under the name " Battle of Kursk Bulge. The developers of the game "Iron Footmen" announced the release of the add-on "Iron Front -

Liberation Campaigns 1944". It adds an addition to the story campaign that allows players to go on a large-scale raid on the places of military glory of Germany and the Soviet Union during the period 1944-1945. Soldiers, specially selected by representatives of LA Gamer to complete the mission, prove by their own example that soldiers also
have feelings. Players play as a Jewish nurse, Genevieve (Eva), who becomes a full member of the Infantry group, which takes part in repelling the Soviet offensive on the Western Front. She was supposed to be the first female infantry officer who managed to engage in battle with Russian soldiers. With the help of equipment, uniforms and
weapons, Geneva gathers a brigade, goes to headquarters and tries to get as close as possible with the German guards in order to find out more about what the banner of the European Hunters company keeps on the bunker wall. Genevieve then takes command of a unit of four fighters, including a German major general disguised in a Soviet

uniform, and sets off towards Berlin. After several fierce battles in the heart of Berlin, she, after losing four soldiers killed, reaches her lair and finds the surviving German generals. Unlike other female soldiers of Eurasia, the addon has six additional missions that will allow the heroine to play in a more intense and complex scenario. In
addition, for the first time, developers were given freedom in the application of tactics. "Iron Fist" was created with the support of the Singapore company Spies International. The licensed port of the shooter, dubbed Iron Army, is currently available on PC, Xbox 360 and PS3. Among its innovations is the
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